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the devil came up with the idea of creating two heros. the first of these heroes was bad johnson, who was the first to take
on the demon, but he could only fight one demon at a time. once bad johnson was killed by the demon, the demon had to
wait until the entire village had passed on before it could take possession of another man's soul and call himself the ghost
rider. as johnny prepares for his first night as the ghost rider, sheriff pat garrett and his deputies search for johnny, but
find nothing. johnny, roxanne, and the boys meet up and decide to go to the carnival, where roxanne' father works. during
the carnival, roxanne' father is taken hostage by mephistopheles. the gyartar is left defenseless as mephistopheles enters
the carnival. roxanne tries to save her father by going to the carnival's tent, however, mephistopheles kidnaps roxanne.
roarke, the leader of the demons, escapes by disguising himself as the carnival's gyartar. he flees and takes the souls of
the villagers who were tricked by the carnival's gyartar. mephistopheles presents roxanne to roarke as a punishment for
crossing his boundary. on the same night, blackheart the second devil, who was completely unaware of the agreement
with the first devil, was visited by his mother. she requests from him that he take over the contract of the first devil, so he
can possess one thousand evil souls and become a powerful sorcerer. mephistopheles convinces johnny to join him, and
he agrees to leave his hometown, his friends and his girlfriend roxanne to become the ghost rider. while johnny undergoes
more training from moreau, roxanne develops an emotional reaction towards the rider. mephistopheles plans to use
roxanne' father's cancer to further his plans to transform earth into a hell on earth. the more she appears in ghost rider
form, the more her emotions build up to the point where she becomes angry. johnny tries to give her time to recover, but
the more she is affected by the rider, the more she despises him. roxanne believes that johnny became the rider and
accepted mephistopheles' offer to get revenge on blackheart.
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ghost rider: spirit of vengeance is a return to form for the actor and director. after x-men origins: wolverine (which i still
think is a very good, but underdeveloped film), nicolas cage was eager to return to the kind of film that he was

comfortable making. in vengeance, the star is returned to the action film with a vengeance, and although the film does
take more of a thriller or horror bent at times, it is at its core an entertaining ride. this movie takes one of the characters

from the first film, and the first part of the sequel which was released in 2006, and mixes it up a bit. in the first part,
johnny blaze was young, naive, and constantly getting into trouble. in the second, he is an old man, wiser, and basically

more experienced than he was before, but not necessarily through good means. he is set on one mission to stop the devil
once and for all, but that isnt going to be quite so easy. of course, this being a nicolas cage flick, things are never simple. i
love this kind of film. and nicolas cage is great in it. at first, i thought there was just no way that he was going to be able
to pull this off. but he does. he doesn t necessarily pull it off and survive, but this is one of the best movies that he has
ever been in. plot: ( * ) when johnny blaze returns to los angeles he is still being haunted by those who have died. he

begins a series of adventures, which involve proving to his boss that he is still alive. in the process he is pulled back into
some old hauntings. before the adventure is over he will have to confront the one who killed his wife, as well as his fellow

globetrotters, as their paths all lead back to rome. 5ec8ef588b
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